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Q1- Read the following text then answer the questions. (6)points 

The famous sailor Ahmad bin Majid was a very intelligent traveler .This is his story .Ahmad 

Bin Majid wanted to discover the world, so he started sailing when he was 17 years old. He 

lived in the 15th century. Most of his travels were to the Red Sea and the western Indian Ocean. 

He wrote many books and poems about sailing.  Indian sailors used his book in their trips 

.Ahmad Bin Majid wan an intelligent sailor .He examined the ship after building it. He knew 

the direction of the wind by putting a piece of cloth on the ship. He was also good at Astrology. 

 
1. Why did Ahmad Bin Majid want to be traveler? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What are the places that Ahmad Bin Majid visited the most? 

a. _________________________ b.  _________________________ 

3. How did he help other sailors? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

4. What does the under lined word (his) in the article, refer to? _________________________ 

5. Find a word in the article that means: someone who is clever_________________________ 

________________________________________________________________  
 ) .ps3( in brackets (comparative or superlative) Fill in the correct form  -) 2Q  

  1- My house is (big) _________________________than yours. 

   2- This flower is (beautiful) _________________________than that one. 

  3- This is the (interesting) _________________________book I have ever read. 
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Q3: Fill in the blanks with the correct word from the list.(5ps)                         

                      (Courageous ,  disappeared ,  loss ,  merchant , observation)        

1. The _________________________was travelling with a lot of money. 

2.  My sister only discovered the________________of her money when she returned home. 

3. One night, a panda _________________________from its cage in the Zoo. 

4. The basis of Sherlock Holmes method was _________________________ 

5. Salam  is more _________________________than her friend. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Q4 choose the correct answer(6 ps)  

 1- We are ________________ on the beach at the moment. (   lie -   lying - lay) 

  2-They __________to Jerash to see Roman theatre last week  . (travel - traveled -  travelled) 

  3- Where ______ you ________ your holiday last year  ? ( did / spend -  do/spend-  did/spent) 

  4.Right now, ___________enjoying a wonderful time in Disneyland. (am I  -  I am - I were) 

  5. Huda is the ___________________________ girl in my class. ( taller-  tallest  - most tall) 

6. Did ancient people use rocks to make tools?   ''Yes, they________ (used  -  did use  -  did) 

7.Tariq__________________football at the moment . (are playing-  is playing - am playing) 

           8. I think that fruit salad is________________ than ice cream. ( nicer – nicest -  more nice ) 

          __________________________________________________________________________ 

         Q5-Complete with the correct form of the verb: (4 ps)                                 

1. The Hanging Gardens of Babylon________________ (be) a world wonder in the pact . 

2. My friend ________________ sunbathe) by the sea right now. 

3. They________________ ( not/swim) at the moment. 

4. Huda woke up late so she didn't________________ (catch) the bus.   



Q 6)   Use these words to ask questions:(3point )  
 
1. (The teacher \ correct \ the exam  \ yesterday  )?  

 ______________________________________________________?  

 Yes , she___________________________  

      •   No, _______________________________   

 

 2. The father \read \a book at the moment. 

______________________________________________________?  

Yes , he ___________________________ 

No, he____________________________ 

 __________________________________________________________________________ 

Q7) Complete the table following the instruction (3ps) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Questions 

Good Luck 

  

Verb +  ed +ing 

Travel   

Play   

move   


